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In both military and civilian environments, the need to assign clear tasks to unmanned elements is becoming greater. Therefore, we are moving from remote-controlled applications
where humans control groups of vehicles at a one-to-one ratio, to mission-based application where humans schedule missions assigned to swarms of autonomous robots.

Mission-based applications use different control methods aimed at creating cooperation between the various robots. The methods are driven by a publisher-subscriber exchange of
information logic where no part of the swarm is ever defined as a data collector. Figure 1 shows a representation of a mission scenario.

We developed the mbedded obotroniX nmanned la form (ERUPT) because several customers needed a platform to "patrol" different environments in a common mode. ThisE R U P T
also led to the development of RoboTRACK (an unmanned ground vehicle), RoboQUAD-RO (an unmanned four-rotor aerial vehicle), and RoboVESSEL (an unmanned
naval/amphibious vehicle). These vehicles are all based on the same RoboCORE control platform and can cooperate with the each other.

ERUPT shows the commitment of RobotroniX to apply system engineering to projects as complex as autonomous vehicles with control stations.

ERUPT is the result of merging typical design techniques with a design-to-cost requirement to optimize product costs from the beginning of the project. We wanted to develop a
heterogeneous family of products under a single project specification.

The requirements for this system included the following:

Single controller

Single algorithm for mission management

Single communication system

Single system for data storage

Single anticollision algorithm

We optimized development time by using a single platform from National Instruments to implement parallel control algorithms with up to 24 parallel proportional integral derivative
(PID) controllers, different communication protocols with sensors and actuators directly on the field-programmable gate array (FPGA), anticollision algorithms directly on the
hardware, and real-time communication between the vehicle and the base station.

Using the  and platforms, we developed conditioning electronics to mount on the  device, which is the heart of RoboCORE. We verifiedNI Multisim NI Ultiboard NI Single-Board RIO
the consistency of the control strategies by interfacing with the SolidWorks platform using NI SoftMotion for SolidWorks, which is a feature within the LabVIEW NI SoftMotion Module
(Figure 2).

Integrating the NI software and hardware platform into the design and development phase, as well as the RoboTRACK (Figure 2) testing phase, helped us verify the consistency of
the control strategies and perform real-time acquisition of all the mechanical parameters including acceleration, deformation, temperature, and pressure.

The platform is under continuous development and the project's progress can be tracked on www.eruptplatform.com
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"Integrating the NI software and hardware platform into the design and
development phase, as well as the RoboTRACK testing phase, helped
us verify the consistency of the control strategies and perform real-time
acquisition of all the mechanical parameters including acceleration,
deformation, temperature, and pressure."
- F. D'Aniello, ROBOTRONIX 

The Challenge:
Creating a fully integrated, unmanned platform based on commercial off-the-shelf hardware that can be integrated with modern
mission control and swarm management systems.

The Solution:
Using NI LabVIEW software and the NI Single-Board RIO platform to acquire data and perform control functions in an electronic
platform that can support different types of land, air, and sea vehicles.

Figure 1: Typical Scenario

http://www.ni.com/multisim/
http://www.ni.com/ultiboard/
http://www.ni.com/singleboard/
http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/14234
http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=it&prev=_t&sl=it&tl=en&u=http://www.eruptplatform.com/
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Figure 1: Typical Scenario
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Figure 2: RoboTrack

Figure 3: RoboQUAD-RO
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Legal
This case study (this "case study") was developed by a National Instruments ("NI") customer. THIS CASE STUDY IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND AND SUBJECT
TO CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS AS MORE SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN NI.COM'S TERMS OF USE ( ).http://ni.com/legal/termsofuse/unitedstates/us/
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